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Avenger xcom 2

Edit Share This article is about the aircraft in XCOM 2. Avenger may refer to: Narrative[edit] The Avenger is a converted alien supply ship that serves as the mobile base for XCOM operations, which appears in XCOM 2. Previously used by foreigners to transport large quantities of supplies,
the ship that would become the Avenger was recovered by the reborn XCOM crew, which quickly made it their new base of operations. Although the ship remained grounded due to a lack of key components, preventing it from becoming fully operational, it nevertheless remained key to the
fight against the alien forces occupying earth. After the rescue of The Commander, XCOM's reinstated leader directs the organization's troops to regain an alien power core, capable of pulling the ship off the ground. After the component is recovered and installed, with flight Avenger ready,
the crew prepares to return to service once again. Game[edit] XCOM's Avenger. Functionally similar to XCOM's original underground base, the Avenger uses an ant farm interior, home to the ship's facilities and rooms. First, require that debris inside be cleared, once empty, the various
rooms in the ship's depths can be converted into facilities necessary to fight the war against foreigners. Certain facilities provide bonuses to others, requiring proper placement of these rooms, while some parts of the ship have exposed power wiring, providing a significant boost to the ship's
overall energy production or a facility that receives power for free, depending on player options. A mission during the campaign revolves around Avenger's defense against attacking alien forces; the mission has no place within the ship itself. Facilities[edit | edit source] The Avenger has
several watert facility: There are 12 rooms in the Avenger that can be cleaned to allow the player to build additional facilities from the list below. Most facilities can be upgraded to provide additional output. The values of an updated installation are in parentheses. There are lightened notes
below the chart. Facility Build Cost Power Need Engineer Build Time Upkeep Cost Output Description Resistance ring (WotC) §80 3 (5) 1 12 days §10 (§30) Covert actions and resistance commands1 Engineer: Covert action duration -33% Training Center (WotC) §125 3 - 12 days § 30
Retrain / win nine soldier skills and good senior nursing (WotC) §115 3 1 21 days §35 Heals wounds and eliminates negative traits1 Engineer: Wounded soldiers heal twice as fast Advanced Warfare Center (Game §80 (§175) 3 1 21 days §35 Heals wounds and retains soldier skills. 50



(+100)% Wound recovery time. Guerrilla Tactics School §85 (§100) 3 - 14 days §25 Access to squadron updates demonstrating terrain §100 (§125) 3 1 7 days §25 Access to Projects. (-50% Project time) Laboratory §125 (§150) 3 (6) - 20 days §35 (§45) 10% faster research. 1 Scientist: -
10% research time 2 Scientists: -19% research Workshop §125 (§150) 1 (3) 1 (2) 20 days §35 2 (4) Staffing Gremlins Power Relay §80 (§225) - 1 (2) 12 days §10 (§20) +3 Power [empty room], +10 Power [Exposed Energy Coil Room].1 Engineer: +5 Power, 2 Engineers: +10 Power.
Resistance Comms §110 (§160) 3 (7) 1 (2) 16 days §25 (§60) 3 Resistance contacts 1 Engineer: +2 contacts, 2 Engineers: +6 contacts. Defense matrix §75 (§150) 2 (4) 1 14 days §10 (§20) 2 (4) Turrets to defend against ground assaults. 1 Engineer: Increase defense turret statistics. Psi
Lab §175 (§250) 5 (10) 1 21 days §55 (§105) 1 (2) Training slots. 1 Engineer: -50% training time. Shadow chamber §125 (§200) 5 (9) - 14 days §30 Access to shadow projects NOTES on chart data: Updating an installation is instantaneous, there is no build time. Number of potential
engineers (or Staffing Gremlins, if adjacent to a Workshop) that can be worked on in each facility, when engineers are in format in a facility that provide additional resistance contacts, defense turret statistics or reduction % time in their respective facilities (See Exit Description). Power relay
updates: Power duct: +2 Power [normal power relay] or +9 [when upgrading a power coil relay room]. It adds an additional work station, allowing an additional engineer to be in charge. Costs: 80 Supplies Elerium Duct: +6 Power [normal power relay] or +13 Power [when upgrading a power
coil relay room]. Costs: 150 Supplies and 20 Elerium Crystals. Gallery[edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Commander! This contact with the UFO has closed us! We have to do evasive maneuvers! –Central Officer Bradford, let's go
down, Commander! Contact with UFOs has disabled our systems! Hug yourself! –Bradford, if Avenger fails to evade the UFO. The Avenger Defense is a unique mission in XCOM 2. It is a mission not optional in history and will end the game if it fails, such as the base defense mission
XCOM on XCOM: Enemy inside. Unlike the first game, the player can select a team for the mission before the mission begins. It is guaranteed to appear at least once in a campaign, as the plot path summons a UFO after the completion of one of history's missions. Start of mission[edit] The
Avenger has been intercepted by the attacking UFO. The pop-up that warns the Commander about the start of the mission. There are two ways that the Avenger defense mission can take place. Bradford will warn the Commander if the event is imminent (within the next 2 weeks) mentioning
that foreigners are hunting down his position. Dark Event[edit | edit source] If the XCOM Hunt Dark Event is A red UFO will appear on Geoscape and begin random patrolling - the patrol lasts a month. At a random time of the month there is a possibility that Avenger will be located by the
UFO, forcing the player to begin evasive maneuvers. Two things can happen: the ship successfully evades the enemy, or the UFO Avenger, starting a cutting scene. If the UFO was generated by the dark event, there is a 50% chance of successfully evading it, and a 50% chance of being
intercepted. A flowchart that represents the possible methods by which the UFO could be evaded or not. Story Path[edit | edit source] A few weeks after completing the Codex Brain Coordinates mission or the ADVENT Forge Facility mission, the UFO patrol will begin without comment
except for Bradford. In this case, when the UFO was not generated from the dark event, evasive maneuvers will always fail, and the cutting scene will play out regardless of the path Avenger takes. If the UFO was generated by one of these missions, it will never be evaded and interception
will always occur. Cutscene[edit] Edits the source] As the ship flies through the sky, its power is interrupted by a UFO electromagnetic pulse. Shen tries to override the outage through system override, but fails. Central Officer Bradford calls and changes the plan, closing Avenger and
activating his emergency power supply. Immediately afterwards, they discover that the aliens have placed a needle-shaped object that prevents the ship from take off. Bradford then turns to the Commander and tells them to deploy a squadron immediately. Targets[editing] Destroy the
disruptor. Enemies don't have to reach the Avenger ramp. Return all XCOM soldiers to the Avenger ramp. Tactics[edit | edit source] It is a very good idea to build the Defense Matrix after the assault on the brain coordinates of Codec or forge, as this mission is inevitable even if the player
does not encounter the random dark event. There are no turning limits on this mission. The pop-up informing the Commander about the deployment of soldiers wounded and shaken in combat. Before starting the mission, the player will be able to select which soldiers will be deployed to
begin with. When the team selection screen appears, a window will be displayed explaining that it will be possible to carry units injured in battle (this will only happen on this mission and the assault on the alien fortress). The equipment appears on the Avenger ramp, a huge rectangular area
highlighted by the blue edges. If any alien enters this area and survives a turnaround, the mission ends in one more automatic play. A squadron of XCOM soldiers on the Avenger ramp. Around 15-20 enemies will be present to begin with, and ADVENT reinforcements will be deployed each
shift after completing the target, but over time, central officer Bradford sends reinforcements from any of the soldiers to the Avenger, who appear on his ramp. Soldiers are taken in the order in which he obtained them, NOT in order of rank. (This chronological order can be seen when
tabulating through his soldiers at Arsenal.) This includes wounded soldiers, soldiers and beginners. An ADVENT Shieldbearer and Heavy MEC carrier fall into the battle zone - just one of many reinforcements the team will have to overcome. The objective (in addition to protecting upgrade)
is to destroy the Disruptor, a huge device that has 18 HP despite not being counted as an enemy. Once this goal is completed, enemy reinforcements will bring in stronger waves of ADVENT troops, and a new instruction will be received: move all soldiers to the ramp to take off as soon as
possible. When a soldier reaches the ramp, if they have not finished their turn, the Lift off Avenger command will be available. A counter will appear in the top left corner of the screen showing the amount of units off the ramp - if there is still something off the field, when given the order to
take off a window will appear to warn the allies player off the ramp that it is permanently lost if left there (if all living soldiers are on the ramp , but there is some bleeding out , the window will also appear). If the mission is finished and there is a unit off the Avenger ramp, they will be
considered KIA at the end. War of the Chosen[edit] See: Avenger Defense (War of the Chosen) This mission is still available in the War of the Chosen Ones. However, a version with the chosen one is also available, but will only be activated if at least one chosen one is still alive in the
game. Notes[edit | edit source] Reinforcements (XCOM and ADVENT) will arrive non-stop until the mission is failed or completed. If there are no more reinforcements, Bradford will send this message to the Commander. The Defense Matrix installation will give 2 or 4 friendly turrets around
the ramp if installed. These turrets will have better statistics if an engineer is manipulating them, and the presence of these turrets can greatly help in defending the ramp. Except for the loot of the downed enemies, no items are collected at the end of the mission. Soldiers unconscious, taken
or bleeding to the ramp will be counted as safe. If an enemy unit is controlled by the player, warnings for them to enter the Avenger ramp will appear even when all XCOM soldiers are on the ramp. There is no penalty for leaving them behind. Single Dialog[editing source] Geoscape
Dialogue[edit] Bradford: Commander, remote recognition indicates that aliens have a UFO hunt for our position. We have to be careful where we take our flight paths. At the beginning of the mission[edit | edit source] Bradford: Menace 1-5, critical situation - primary systems are offline and
hostiles are moving to compromise. Shen, any updates? Commander, we have a critical system failure. I'm diverting the power of backup to scanners - and they're picking up a powerful radiation source nearby - we need to locate and destroy whatever is disrupting our systems. Maybe we
have a bigger problem, Commander. We are picking up heavy comm traffic - dozens of ADVENT transports are coming into our position - and have battleships in tow. aliens are sending everything they have. We must remove this ship from the ground or may not make it out of this one.
Deployment of reinforcements[edit] Bradford: Commander, I am sending reinforcements from the Avenger reserves. Discovering the Disruptor[edit] Bradford: Menace 1-5, we have visual confirmation about the disruptor. Destroy it and let's get out of here before it's too late. Destroying the
Disruptor[edit] editing source] Bradford: Target destroyed. Excellent work Threat 1-5. Shen, what's our state? Whatever it is, destroying it seems to have lifted the field of disruption. Engine control systems come back online. We need to be clear about takeoff in 60 seconds. Commander, we
can take off from your order. We should get the team on board and move. Next turn after the Disruptor is destroyed[editing source] Bradford: Commander, the situation just got worse. Advanced resistance sites are reporting enemy transport moving through this region. They are preparing
for a total assault. If an enemy enters the ramp[edits | edit source] Shen: Commander, we can't let alien troops access Avenger's systems! If they have the original command codes, they could start a complete shutdown of the Power Core, if that happens, there's no way we get off the
ground before they invade us. If an enemy is killed on the ramp[editing source] Bradford: This is the last of them, Commander. We took out the last alien threatening the ship. If an enemy survives by a twist on the ramp[editing source] Shen: Commander! There is no way for me to get the
engines back online now! We're dead in the water. Full mission[edit] Bradford: Excellent work, Commander - looks like Avenger's lives to fight another day. Day.
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